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Abstract: In India, the system of the digital economy has been started in the wake of the recent demonetization of 
high valued currency in order to prevent corruption, reduce the terrorist activities, eradicate fake currency from the 
system and to strengthen the Indian economy by channelizing more financial resources into productive purposes, but 
the Indian economy has been charecterised by the rural, agriculture, illiterate, poor, etc. and it is lacking the basic 
facilities like schooling, sanitation, physical infrastructure and lack of basic necessities. In this juncture the 
government has been initiated its policy of financial inclusion in order to take part of  poor people in the growth 
process of the country, by providing many incentives, promotional activities, concessions to the consumers and 
producers in the country by opening many e-wallets, digital wallets and many other varieties of financial 
transactions and the sudden surge of number of processes in the financial system with lack of proper attention and 
efficiency will lead to the total decay of the system which impacted on almost all sectors of the economy, some of 
the formal sector got advantages like automobile while other sectors like informal sector of the economy like 
agriculture and farming has been impacted adversely. The Indian labor market is extremely complex where different 
sectors, sub sectors are engaging activities, but mainly it is characterized by the informal sector, where more than 
90% of workers are employed (NSSO 2011-12), in which agriculture is the dominant where cash transactions is 
prevailing and formal sector only 10 percent of workers are employed. The other prominent sectors in the informal 
sectors are construction, manufacturing, trade, etc. Although they may not contribute tremendously to India’s 
national income, but still it is the one of the leading sectors in the matter of engagement of labours and also evidence 
shows that majority people working in the informal sector are coming under poor category. 
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In India, the financial transactions in the rural areas are based on the tangible cash and 
they are apprehensive about the non tangible based transactions. This paper tries to explain the 
basic challenges facing by the Indian economy in the wake of high digitalization of Indian 
economy with respect to informal sector and also tries to explain, what are the suggestions to 
improve the system for the digitalization of the economy? 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Now a day’s policy makers started initiating the process of financial inclusion through 

the digital economy by incorporating various tools. Now, the banks, financial institutions, 
business corporations are making it successful implementation of the process of the digital 
economy. The Indian economy is characterized by the informal sector, which is largely depends 
on the tangible cash assets rather than intangible cashless transactions. The informal sector like 
agriculture, fishing, farming, and micro finance system are also based on the cash transactions. 
So sudden extinguishes of money from the system makes a severe impact on the cash based 
economy. The basically Indian financial system also depends on the urban formal areas and the 
largely rural areas of the country is largely out of the scene, because in India, the rural villages 
filled with literacy, lack of proper food, clothing, shelter, education facilities, lack of 
employment etc.  
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Now a day’s policy makers started initiating the process of financial inclusion through 
the digital economy by incorporating various tools. Now, the banks, financial institutions, 
business corporations are making it successful implementation of the process of the digital 
economy. The Indian economy is characterized by the informal sector, which is largely depends 
on the tangible cash assets rather than intangible cashless transactions. The informal sector like 
agriculture, fishing, farming, and micro finance system are also based on the cash transactions. 
So sudden extinguishes of money from the system makes a severe impact on the cash based 
economy. The basically Indian financial system also depends on the urban formal areas and the 
largely rural areas of the country is largely out of the scene, because in India, the rural villages 
filled with literacy, lack of proper food, clothing, shelter, education facilities, lack of 
employment etc.  

So in these areas basically they need the cash in hand in order to get the feeling of 
security. The sudden surge of number of processes in the financial system with lack of proper 
attention and care will lead to the total decay of the system. Basically, this paper tries to explains 
what are the basic challenges facing the traditional informal sector dominated Indian economy.  

The reason for the currency reformation was twofold. To control the currency flows for the 
terrorist activities or usage of currency by the enemies of the nation. The second important 
reasons would be to eliminate the black money from the system. The basic objectives of this 
paper are to provide a brief view on the aspects of cashless society, financial inclusion, and 
impact of recent monetization and financial inclusion in the informal sector of our country. 

2. LITERATURES ON INDIAN DIGITAL ECONOMY?  
The argument for cashless society has been started in India after the remarkable decision 

of the government of India to demonetize highest value currency from the monetary system. The 
discussion on electronic banking in India is started with the dispersion of Smartphone among 
Indians. The physical transactions in India are very expensive and time consuming that needs, 
improvement of physical infrastructure also. Why there is high demand for electronic 
transactions because, among Indians bank account holders are very less, but mobile phone 
usages are very high, so there is enough space for the dissemination of the digital transactions.  
Some of the important advantages of the e-banking are, one can save the time of the transactions, 
reduce the expense of making physical infrastructure, reduced risk of loss and theft in physical 
assets, commission on transactions is very nominal, user friendly usage of most e banking system 
and very convenient for transactions of money from one place to another. Although the 
government of India started the initiative of the cashless society, but 100%  percentage cashless 
is not possible, even our experts also not in favour the concepts of the complete cashless one, 
instead one can prefer less- cash society. Some of the studies also reiterate the concept of less 
cash society. In developed countries 20% are using cash based transactions and as per the survey 
conducted by Gall up in USA shows that 24% of the people are doing cash based transactions 
despite the high proliferation of mobile technology, e commerce and advanced technology. But 
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the electronic banking system is not free from criticism from many points of view due to some 
grave concern to make society cashless one. One should change the mindset of the people to 
familiarize the concept of intangible financial transactions rather than age old tangible cash 
transactions. Some of the important constraints for making digital transactions are lack of 
awareness and clarity regarding transferring money from one account into another, the fruadality 
and fears of hidden charges also unavoidable. For the dissemination of the large scale of digital 
payments, e commerce should be very ubiquitous and underlying platform like the internet and 
smart phone facilities should be held together. When we look at the merchant’s side many were 
distrustful about the payment service provider and customer, that condition of dubious must be 
removed in order to make system enhanced.  

Government of India is trying to make much effort to fulfil the idea of the digital 
economy, but one of the major concern is the there is no comprehensive legislative framework to 
protect the consumer rights. As more and more Indians for digital the rights of the consumer 
should be strengthened and government should make privacy law.  Government of India also 
waived or removed transactions fees for buyers on credit and debit card payment. The four 
important wallet facilities in India also grow after the demonetization like Airtel, Mobiwkik, 
Paytm, SBI Buddy etc. the number of downloading and usage also increase particularly after the 
process of digital economy. RBI endorses the concept of Aadhaar ATM card in order to 
strengthen the financial inclusion in the rural areas. It can reach up to 350 million Indians who do 
not access of mobile facilities and 93% of Indians are having the Aadhaar card.  

Cashless economy means the situation in which there is no medium of transaction with 
the tangible cash and all the transaction will be existing with the non-tangible or digital assets 
like debit cards, credit cards, net banking, digital wallets, digital currencies including bit coins, 
etc. now a days the smart phones and internet it is becoming increasingly popular among the 
some sections of the people in the country, but still there is long way to go for fulfilling the 
cashless society. The world started to think about the cashless economy, particularly during the 
1990s when, internet become popular among the world, countries and by 2010s different 
varieties of digital payments came in to existence. But in India working class completely rely on 
exclusively on cash, with about 97% of the total transactions with rupees. In India 93% of the 
people working in the informal sector and that working class depend on the cash transactions 
rather than formal corporate transactions. Government of India started a flagship program with a 
vision to transform India into digitally empowered society and knowledge economy. “Faceless, 
Paperless, Cashless” is one of the professional roles of digital India, in order to fulfil this 
strategy, government of India encouraged the usage of Banking cards, USSD, AEPS, UPI, 
Mobile wallets, Banker prepaid cards, Point of sale, Internet banking, mobile banking etc with 
capacity buildings and awareness programme. 

Financial Inclusion may be defined as “the process of ensuring access to financial 
services and timely and adequate credit where needed by vulnerable groups such as weaker 
sections and low income groups at an affordable cost”(C. Rangarajan). The term financial 
inclusion was first time used by the Y Venugopal Reddy, former RBI Governor in 2005. While 
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reorganizing the ground reality, one could say that in India, the large sections of poor and 
backward class people are out of the former banking system like they are not aware of the credit 
cards, debit cards, internet banking facilities in our country. While recognizing Y V Reddy 
statement, the concept of financial inclusion got wide publicity in the country and abroad and to 
fulfil this program Reserve Bank of India permitted commercial bank to make use of services of 
NGOs, SGR, micro finance institutions and other civic society organization to play an 
intermediate role for providing financing and banking services to the poor people in our country. 
There was a committee also formed to promote and strengthen the campaign of this deep 
financial policy. As a result of this program some of the states in India like, Pondicherry, 
Himachal Pradesh, and Kerala announced 100% financial inclusion in their district. Government 
of India announced the policy of Jan DhanYojna to increase the financial inclusion of those 
people who never had a bank account; under this scheme 250 million bank accounts have been 
created. But still some the roadblock like income, very less salaries, illiteracy less awareness 
among the rural are standing as a big challenge in many states in our country. Thus, if one could 
really improve the system with the improvement in the technology and other infrastructure 
facilities in the society and banking sector, there is no issue with making of the policy like 
demonetization and a cashless society. 

The concept of inclusive growth and financial growth got high importance in the recent 
past, which means that all the sections of the society should be equal chance in the growth 
process of the country and they should be contributing to the nation’s progress. On the other 
hand financial inclusion may be defined as the “the facilities of formal financial institutions of 
the country should be more accessible to the people, especially the people from the bottom 
sections of the society or weaker sections of the society at affordable rate within the control of 
formal financial agencies of the country”. One of the main objectives of the financial inclusion 
would be to reach banking and financial services to the doorstep of the people in the country and 
to make them into the part of the growth process of the country, so that their credit, saving, 
investment would be under the formal system and it would not be scattered and no one would 
dare to cheat them. This process can increase the financial security and there are by increases the 
tendency to manage their finances in a better way, control consumption and there by increases 
the standard of people in the country and reduce the people living below the poverty line. 

3.  MOBILE BANKING 

Mobile banking is an important component of the electronic banking in India. The 
discussion on electronic banking in India is started with the dispersion of smartphone among 
Indians. It would be more beneficial since the mobile accessibility among Indians is higher and 
almost all mobile service providers also giving the internet facility. This can also reduce the 
expense, save the time; reduce the transactions charges, hidden charges etc. With regard to the 
transactions, according to the HDFC bank for the last two years 40-45% of the transactions were 
happened in the bank branch but now it has reduced to 18%. Bank has gradually moved from 
offering non-financial services to the financial services through mobile phones. RBI has allowed 
using semi closed wallet by mobile companies, through this people can send and spend money 
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through the mobile network but can’t withdraw money. Airtel, Vodofone and idea are offering 
such service. Mobile banking is bank for the future because of the cost effectiveness and ability 
to reach customers.  Despite the large scale use of mobile phones in India the smart phones 
penetration is limited less than 20% which restricts the full scale mobile banking. According to 
RBI one can person can have only bank account and the limits for transactions limited to 50000 
per month. Digital infrastructure like, electricity, internet and telecom facility should be 
strengthened in almost all the areas of the country. India is still need to connect many villages 
with electricity connectivity. Technological awareness should be given to all in order to develop 
the system more economically viable and socially worthwhile.  

4. E WALLET 

As part of the government of India initiative for the promotion of digital transactions and 
campaign for the cashless society, E wallet system has been familiar among Indians. E wallet 
means the digital wallet and any time one deposit and withdraws the amount from it. It is like 
invisible wallet where one can store his money and make transactions whenever he/she wanted to  
make. This e wallet is an important component of the digital transactions. Some of the Telecom 
Company, private entrepreneurs, private bank and public bank offer the facility of the e wallet in 
our country. Some of the e wallet provide the facility of transactions of the money from wallet to 
bank account by the instructions of the reserve bank of India and some of them just provide only 
purchasing and other kind of purchasing and digital transactions. The wallet like paytm, 
Mobiwkik, Oxygen wallet, Citrus wallet, Itzcash, Airtel Money, ICICI Pockets, mrupee, SBI 
Buddy, Vodafone M-pesa, HDFC PayZip offers all kind of transactions including the transfer 
money from wallet to bank account. While some other e wallets like Freecharge, Axis bank 
Lime, JioMoneyetc just offers digital transactions excepting money transfer to bank account. 
Now days it has been playing a significant role for making and promoting the digital economy. 

5. ADVANTAGES OF CASHLESS TRANSACTIONS 

Control over the black money in the country: The process of demonetization to extend 
may curb the black money in our country. but the people who know how to keep the money in 
stash, they also might be know how to convert to other assets, since there is no legal issue to 
transfer to other assets like gold and land. Demonetization leads to the clean and transparent 
transaction and can control cash based parallel shadow economy.  

Control over the fake currency circulation in our country: as per the various reports, there are 
high percentages of counterfeit currency are circulating in our country, which is largely printed 
from our neighboring nations. One can expect that demonetization will reduce the counterfeit 
currency in our country. Money laundering can be controlled because money can be traceable 
very easily  

No funding for enemies of the nation: The sudden currency extinguishes will reduce the money 
in the hands of enemies of national who wants to defame the progress and economic 
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development of the nations. This also will improve climate for foreign investments, since faith of 
the foreign corporate companies to our economic system will increase. 

Proper tax payment: if the proper accounting by the banks the avoidance of tax payment can be 
reduced to so extend. After the policy black money can also reduce enormously.  

Illegal use of money by the political parties: In India one fact is that high share of black money 
used various political parties in our country, no party is exemption from this allegations and also 
there is nexus between political parties and business class in our society which is known as the 
crony capitalism. For the election campaign various parties funded by the business class and one 
they come they may make policies in favor to them. So all these flow of money is basically un- 
accounted money. So the sudden disappearance of money will impact on the storage of these 
kind of money at least for some extend.  

Avoid wastage of currency: if there is large volume of currency in our society, it will be foiled 
after some stage of medium transactions. It is also high responsibility to destroy the foiled 
currency. So the new policy can reduce the waste of currency.  

Save the money for printing the currency: one can save the time and money for printing the 
currency.  

Strengthen the process of financial inclusion:Credit can access through bank and one can linkage 
all the welfare programmes through bank accounts and it will increase the sense of faith in the 
banking system. 

Cash Crime can be reduced: If people carry cash, it will leads to crime and theft might happen at 
any time even if it will keep in home or in bank. There is evidence that in developed countries 
the electronic cash leads to reduction of crime 

Improve Economic growth: Influx of large amount of money in to the bank leads to the reduction 
of interest rate there by reverse process of flow of money can be happen which leads to the 
increase in economic growth of the country. When people started to use debit/credit it will leads 
to the increased consumption there by Indian economic growth further strengthened.  

6. SHORT TERM IMPACT OF CURRENCY EXTINGUISHES 

The fortnight policy of extinguishes of high valued currency leads to the nightmare of the 
sectors which normally back with cash, especially the sectors like agriculture, construction, and 
other informal sectors of the country. Let explains some the immediate impact of demonetization 
in the country. Since income and consumption are intrinsically related to the transactions in the 
economy, the demonetization would lead to severe contraction in the income and consumption 
and this would severely affect the people who receive income in cash rather than through 
account. 
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- It will affect all the sectors of the economy where it is usually backed by cash. For example transport 
services, kirana fruits and vegetables and all other perishable would face compression in demand 
which is backed by the purchasing power. 

- Due to the compression of demand by the consumers, there are chances of rise in price level in the 
economy (once the stock of commodity is got over) 

- Compression of demand by non-essentials by all the agents in the economy in the face of uncertainty 
in the availability of cash. This would transmit to the rest of the sectors as well. 

- There will be uncertainly of income flowing to the real estate where unaccounted income where 
placed. So the contraction of income from the real estate will be having adverse impact on the income 
and employment. 

- The farmers in India carried out their sale and purchase in the economy by using the cashand with the 
elimination of cash from the economy the sale of khariff would be difficult. During the sowing time 
farmers may not able to access the input required from the market. 

- In the construction sector, payment to workers as well as the variety of purchases would be might be 
carried with the cash. So on the supply side the sector will be affected adversely on the other hand on 
demand side the demand for the construction of house and buildings would be appear as non-essential 
goods. So both in demand and supply side there would be significant negative impact on the 
demonetization. 

- The number of agents who are doing the medium of exchange through cash and if the number of 
agents if they are moving for the digital version of currency or money that, it will get longer time for 
the people to familiarize with new version of digital transactions. 

- The currency extinguishes will leads to the accounted and unaccounted money will accumulate in the 
bank and that will have more capacity to support Indian economy. 

Impact on the consumer 

- The spending behavior of the consumer might be change once started to use cash substitutes. It may 
increase the spending habit of the consumer. 

- Credit and debit card is associated with more spending and more debt as well. 
- The massive use of credit cards and debit cards will leads to the increase in spending for the non-

essential commodities. 

- It may create the situation where more expense less saving and investment  

Thus these kinds of changes will be having long term impact on the economy, as well as 
budgets, priorities of agents in the economy. This kind of situation will push the economy further 
the collapse of the system. So the suitable managements and other expert’s collaborative efforts 
required in order to save the system from complete collapse. 

Table:1 Growth of Electronic Transactions in Indian Economy. 

  Nov.8, 2016 13-Dec-16 

E wallet 2.2m 5.6m 

USSD 97 2444 

RuPay 0.37m 1.85m 

POS 5.02m 9.81m 

UPI 3721 67225 

USSD: Means transactions (based on mobile phone-any GSM mobile will work,  
no necessary smartphones) 
UPI- Unified Payment Interface (needs smartphone) 
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The above table explains the growth of digital economy in before and after the 

demonetization. One can find from the table is that all the electronic transactions tool in India 
has been increased after the demonetization which shows that India is having potential to go for 
the cashless one.    

 Figure-1: Cashless transactions among the world countries. 

 
The above figure shows that the, percentage of cashless transactions among the world 

countries. Here one could see that if a country’s development is higher there are chances to 
become the more cashless economy, in that European countries goes more cashless. Among the 
Asian countries Japan is having the high share of cashless in transactions then it is followed by 
the China. India is lowest positions in these courtiers.  

7.  CHALLENGES AND TRANSITION ISSUES IN DEMONETIZATION 

7.1 Digital Infrastructure issues 

There will be considerable improvement and development must be done in the field of 
digital infrastructure like banking sector, telecom sector and electricity sector. Now days these 
sectors are very much interlinked. The limitation of one sector will leads to the impact on the 
other sector. In many parts of the country the electricity and mobility connectivity is not in a 
position to support the digital infrastructure in order to enhance the medium of exchange through 
the non-cash mode. 

7.2 Online/Internet Issues 

The one who starts for the online transactions, cyber security must be strengthened. India 
is one of the country is having high leakage data. There is usual hacking is also happens among 
in the cyber space which loose the hard-earned money of vulnerable Indians. People in the 
country do not want to take of the risk of being in cyber space.  In the matter of connectivity, 
there is poor internet connectivity in the rural areas and poor people do not capable to afford with 
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high internet cost too. The poor Indians might not be capable to purchase their high expensive 
Smartphone to make online transactions.  

7.3 Consumer Behaviour issues 

Apart from the digital infrastructure issues there are other issues like consumer behavior 
should change in order to cope up for conducting accepting and receiving the money through 
cash substitutes. The consumer should be enough educated to move from tangible cash to non-
tangle electronic cash transactions. And also both agents should have considerable rely on the 
technological transactions and the future of the cash substitutes depends on this reliability among 
agents. There is high unemployment, poverty and lack of literacy among Indians. Among poor 
Indians cash in hand leads to the safety and security.  

7.4 Accessibility in Language 

In most of the bank’s ATM, they have configures with two or three languages mostly, but 
in large crowded areas or city like metro Politian diverse crowded one can find out. So it has to 
be configured with multiple languages in order to smooth functioning of the system. 

7.5 Banking issues 

Banking system in India is needed to be restructured with the non-cash transactions. The 
employees of banks must be acquaintance with the new system and they should have enough 
technological awareness for dealings in cash substitutes. Banks have to remodel their investment 
decisions corresponding to a given level of deposits as people may not withdraw their money in 
cash instead some percentage of money will keep in the bank itself or transfer another bank and 
in reality it will keep in the bank as non-transitory. There will be mismatch between people’s 
preference for cash and the availability of cash. 

8. SUGGESTIONS TO STRENGTHEN THE SYSTEM 

 The digital infrastructure must be improved both in rural and urban areas so that one 
can do process of financial inclusion very smoothly. 

 Government tries to give awareness programmes with the help of Akshaya Kendrsa, 
Gramma Sabha, Local schools etc; 

 Government should be provide digital literacy with adequate financial incentives in 
order to strengthen the cash less transactions, but now a days it shows the 
discouraging efforts from the banking side.  

 Privacy of the people if they keeping money in the bank, should be  maintained and 
strengthened 

 One has to do the financial inclusion gradually in place like infrastructure is highly 
developed like urban areas and it should be spread to other areas very gradually.  

 A strong banking sector is inevitable for the cash less transactions with high 
networking 
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 Cyber security must be strengthened by the government in order to protect people’s 
money in their account. India is one of the countries having cyber security is not that 
much strong. 

 There will be chances for people getting unemployed. The one who employed cash 
related activities will be replacing by the machine so people get unemployed. 

 If people investment un-accounted money in property and gold, it will less effective 
for the demonetization of currency.  

9. INFORMAL ECONOMY 

It is the fact that the major part of the workers in India are coming under the informal 
sector where labour are suffering due to the lack of security in their job, no proper wage, no fixed 
hours of work. Keith Hart was the first person to introduce the concept of Informal sector while 
making a presentation at the Institute of Development Studies (IDS) on 1971(Naik, 2009). But 
the term sector came in a broader sense in the academic literature only after the visit of an 
International Labour Organisation mission to Kenya in 1972(Naik, 2009). But when take our 
country; there has been no single definition of the informal sector in India or unorganized sector 
in India. There are different criteria has been used to define the informal sector economy and 
none of the definitions have the empirical evidence to prove this. The first definition in India is 
given by the First National Commission on Labour (1966-69). According to them, 

“Those workers who are not able to organize themselves in pursuit of their common Interest due 
to certain constraints like casual nature of employment,Ignorance, illiteracy, small and scattered 
size of establishments” 

The National Sample Survey Organization has been adopted following method to identify the 
unorganized sector, 

\“In case of manufacturing industries, the enterprise not covered under the Annual Survey of 
Industries is taken to constitute the un-organized sector and in case of service industries, all 
enterprises except those run by the government and in the corporate sector were regarded as the 
unorganized” 

The National Commission for Enterprises in Un-organized sector (NCEUS) defined un-
organised sector as “the informal sector consist of all unincorporated private enterprises owned 
by individuals or households engaged in sale and production of goods and services operated  on 
a proprietary of partnership basis and with less than ten total workers” 

The Indian Informal sector is pigeonholed as the one of the principal sector in the 
economy in the matter of employment generation and involvement of many sub sectors, but the 
contribution to India’s national income is not up to the mark. The term informal economy, came 
in to existence in Africa during 1970s when it was considered as the un-registered economic 
activity is subsumed under the growth of formal sectors of the economy, high development of 
industrialization, urbanization and development of financial sectors of the economy, but the 
passage of time it was clear that, this is one of the principal sector in which millions of people 
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spending their skilled in a productive way, it was continuously exploited by the so called formal 
economy and the people involved in the formal economy were basically unskilled and 
unproductive people. 

According to ILO, in the India Labour market update (2016), NSS data (2011-12), shows 
that more than 90 percent of the employment in the agriculture and around 70% of the non-
agriculture jobs come under the category of informal sector, although it is the disregarded sector, 
but it is the one of the important sector as far Indian economy is concerned in the matter of large 
number of people contribution, outside the purview of the formal economy. 

10. UNIQUENESS OF INDIAN INFORMAL SECTOR 

The Indian economy characterized by the predominance of agriculture sector, which is 
depended by the large sections of the poor people in our country. It is the fundamental and old 
system in our country to depend on the agriculture and the main product of the Indian agriculture 
system is the staple food of the people in India. Let explains what the basic uniqueness of the 
Indian informal sector is. 

- In India around 90% of the workers employed in the informal sector while the only 
remaining percent of the workers engaged in the formal sector 

- According to the committee of un-organized sector, it provides of millions of job and job 
opportunities to the unskilled or under killed people from the rural areas of the country. 

- Studies also prove that the productivity of employees is higher than that of the 
productivity of employees in the formal sector 

- There is no enough job security of informal employees and there is less social insurance 
for them and these sectors also outside the purview of the government authorities 

- In India the formal sectors of the economy cannot give a large number of employment 
opportunities to the people 
Although in some of the sectors, formal economy is not showing much progress like 

productivity, real wages, employment, capital formation etc, but this informal sector much 
forwarded in these areas and one look at the informal sector as progressive one in the matter of 
practical economic principles, and should not be categorized as demoralized or underperforming 
sector. In some other areas too informal sector better performances like investment creation, job 
generation, accumulation of fixed assets etc. Currently in India is having 10% employment just 
concentrating in the formal job where they enjoy all kinds of labour security, work permit, 
leisure in the workplace, other social security, while 90% of their counterparts neither enjoying 
any of their security in the matter of job creation. The leading sub sectors in the Indian Informal 
sectors are agriculture sector, and then it is followed by the manufacturing, construction and 
trade. According to the Report on Indian informal sector, the informal sector makes a 
considerable contribution in Indian economy and that meets the requirement of the formal 
economy.  

Now let explains the Indian government recently demonetisation and the informal sector 
of the market. The literatures on informal economy say that, the currency demonetization and 
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financial inclusion is badly affected the informal sector, which is mainly based on the cash rather 
the tangible assets and the informal sector in India contributes one third of the India’s GDP and 
more than four fifth of the employment in India. 

11. IMPACT OF THE DEMONETIZATION ON INFORMAL ECONOMY 

Government of India introduced the concept of financial inclusion by way of 
demonetization which made a confrontation in the economy and also its argumentative impact on 
the cash based rural informal economy. Let explains some of the negative impact of cashless 
policy on the informal economy. After certain setback on Indian the revival of the economy has 
been started in the 2016 due to the good monsoon, which is followed by lowering the price of 
goods and services, but the demonetization hit back to the informal economy which was 
suffering demand deflation which leads to the reversing of the reviving rural economy. In India 
the informal sector provides jobs to millions of people who are just basic skills or unskilled and 
also to the people who move out from the agriculture sector. Some of the Indian states 
experiencing high demand for the MGNREGA work after the demonetization which shows that 
decay of the rural informal sector. The Indian banks sector also suffering due to the 
demonetization because of the non-performing assets. The demonetization will lead to the need 
for the social insurance in the field of rural informal sector in the economy. There is transfer of 
financial resources from the informal economy into the formal economy, in which formal 
economy is equipped with the process of digitalization of their system. There are chances of 
negative impact on the product market for the goods in the informal market and As per the report 
of the RBI, the growth rate of the economy has been reduced by.25 to .5 

12. HOW CAN WE IMPROVE THEM? 

 The wages/salary conditions of them should be strengthened in order to increase their 
saving and investment, which leads to the improvement of their conditions and that, 
Ultimately will progress the well being of the society, otherwise the result will be the 
inequality. 

 The insurance facilities, health care facilities and educational facilities of them should be   
country. Lack of these facilities will be the detrimental to economic growth and  
development. 

 Contract labour in the informal sector will not be having any apathy or loyalty towards 
the company or organisation, which will hamper the productivity to economic growth and 
development. 

 The financial security of labour is not in a position to improve their condition, so the 
adequate facilities must be given in order to access them cheap financial source. 

 The Informal sector is one of the sectors where people investing their un-accounted 
money and that must be restricted; otherwise it will be having major impact on the 
economic system. 
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 To regulate the informal sector, government should take initiative for strengthening the 
regulative mechanism, in order to ensure the income generating from this field is 
scattered. 

 In any want to come to formal sector, proper care and security must be provided to secure 
and protect their, because most the employees who are moving out from the formal sector 
will be having less qualified people. 

 If possible separate law or legislation must be implemented for the protection of 
employees of informal sector. 

 Government must be provided with easy access to credit/finance, technology and 
marketing for the goods and services for them. 

 The policy of less regulation and more support from the government should be 
implemented. 

13. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
One can conclude that the informal sector in India has been making enormous 

contribution to the Indian economy in the case of number of people employed and their 
contribution towards the India’s national income. The basic objectives of this paper are to 
provide a brief view on the aspects of cashless society, financial inclusion, and impact of recent 
monetization and financial inclusion in the informal sector of our country. Cashless economy 
means the situation in which there is no medium of transaction with the tangible cash and all the 
transaction will be existing with the non-tangible or digital assets like debit cards, credit cards, 
net banking, digital wallets, digital currencies including bit coins etc. now a days the smart 
phones and internet it is becoming increasingly popular among the some sections of the people in 
the country, but still there is long way to go for fulfilling the cashless society. The Indian 
economy characterised by the predominance of agriculture sector which is depended by the large 
sections of the poor people in our country. It is the fundamental and old system in our country to 
depend on the agriculture and the main product of Indian agriculture system is the staple food of 
the people in India. In India the informal sector provides jobs to millions of people who is just 
basic skills or unskilled and also to the people who move out from the agriculture sector. Some 
of the Indian states experiencing high demand for the MGNREGA work after the demonetization 
which shows that decay of the rural informal sector lead to the need for the social insurance in 
the field of rural informal sector in the economy. There is transfer of financial resources from the 
informal economy in to the formal economy, in which formal economy is equipped with the 
process of digitalization of their system. There are chances of negative impact in the product 
market for the goods in the informal market. As per the report of the RBI, the growth rate of 
economy has been reduced by.25 from .5. Thus, informal sector is the fundamental sector in 
Indian economy which provides millions of job opportunities to poorest Indians and any policy 
making in the informal sector which will affect people adversely. 
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